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Abstract—Schematic capture is an important and popular
front-end for circuit simulation. It provides users with a flexible
tool that allows circuit diagrams to be drawn and automati-
cally converted into textual circuit netlists. Conventional SPICE
simulators are essentially engines that input circuit data and
simulation command netlists, undertake simulation, and output
data for post-processing. This paper is concerned with an advance
in circuit schematic capture functionality which allows both
SPICE netlists and Verilog-A module code to be simultaneously
generated from a device model or circuit schematic. This de-
velopment, particularly when combined with SPICE behavioural
device modelling, allows automatic generation of Verilog-A device
modules rather than going through the manual conversion
process from SPICE netlists to Verilog-A code modules. To
demonstrate the validity of the reported advances in Qucs-S/Xyce
schematic capture a behavioural model and a Verilog-A module
for a GaAs MESFET are presented, and their performance
described.

Index Terms—Circuit simulation, Qucs-S, Ngspice, Verilog-A,
compact device modelling.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper introduces a schematic capture technique for
generating and extracting two or more hardware description
language (HDL) netlists or code modules from a single circuit
diagram or device model drawing. Conventional schematic
capture acts as a circuit simulator front-end for drawing circuit
or device model diagrams on a high resolution computer
graphics workstation. Output is normally a text file listing
component types, values, and connections plus commands to
control the circuit simulation process. The de facto industrial
netlist format for circuit simulation is based on Berkeley
SPICE 2 [1] and SPICE 3 [2]. The current generation of FOSS
(Free Open Source Software) circuit simulators, either derived
from SPICE, for example Ngspice [3], or developed separately,
for example Xyce [4], have adopted the de facto SPICE
netlist format with additional simulation commands and device
models. Due to the growing complexity of semiconductor
compact device models there has in recent years been a move
from compact model coding in C or C++ to Verilog-A HDL
[5]. Verilog-A is an HDL specifically designed for modeling
complex analogue devices. It provides automatic computation

of the differential quantities required in non-linear device
simulation. It is also ideal for device model interchange. In
parallel to semiconductor device modeling with Verilog-A the
long established techniques of model construction using be-
havioural modeling or macromodeling [6] are still popular and
significant. The nature of SPICE behavioural modeling allows
device models and circuits to be constructed in stages and
tested using simulation ”on-the-fly”. However, on successful
completion and testing of a model the translation of its netlist
to a Verilog-A module code has normally to be done manually.
This can be both complex and error prone. The simulation
front-end technique reported here introduces a new approach
to schematic capture where one, or more, HDL are combined
with behavioural SPICE modeling. The schematic capture pro-
cess is designed to allow easy extraction of both SPICE netlists
and, for example, Verilog-A modules using simple Octave
functions [7]. The text outlines the details of a new schematic
capture process that has been implemented with the Qucs-
S/Xyce simulator [8]. This is done with the aid of a series
LCR circuit. To further demonstrate the application of the
advances in schematic capture, particularly in compact device
modeling, the construction of a GaAs MESFET TriQuint Own
Model (TOM3) [9] [10] is documented and its simulation and
performance described.

II. QUCS-S SCHEMATIC SYMBOLS AND PARAMETERS

In general SPICE schematic drawing packages adopt a
component format similar to that shown in Fig. 1(a), where a
graphic symbol has one or more named connecting pins (P1
and P2), a component name (R−SPICE) and a parameter
list with assigned numerical values. During the design of
the Qucs-S/Xyce symbol specification a flexible format was
adopted where a component is specified by one or more
netlist lines. These are text strings that combine to form a
SPICE component statement, consisting a one or more SPICE
continuation lines after the first line, Fig. 1(b). Originally, this
approach was chosen to allow devices with a large number
of parameters to be easily specified with a SPICE .MODEL
statement. It also allows alternative component formats, like



the SPICE semiconductor resistor statement, to be attached
to a symbol. Qucs-S also encourages attachment of SPICE
documentation information to symbols by adding netlist lines
starting with a *.

III. GENERATING SPICE NETLISTS AND VERILOG-A
MODULES FROM A SINGLE SCHEMATIC

A * in the first column of a SPICE netlist line indicates that
it is a comment. This has been standardised across modern
FOSS circuit simulators, including Ngspice and Xyce. Fig.
2 shows a simple series LCR subcircuit with L, C and R
each specified by two strings. The first string gives the Xyce
SPICE netlist entry and the second introduces a comment
where the first three columns contain text *va. These indicate
that the line is a comment with an embedded Verilog-A HDL
statement. Similarly, the Qucs-S INCLUDE SCRIPT attaches
to subcircuit LCR the opening code of a Verilog-A module.
These entries are passed as *va comments. Xyce treats the *va
lines as conventional SPICE comments and as such they have
no effect on Xyce SPICE simulation. A Xyce test bench for the
LCR subcircuit is drawn in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 lists the Xyce LCR
testbench netlist generated by Qucs-S, where Xyce SPICE
statements are merged with *va comments. The order of the
netlist statements are important. Qucs-S places subcircuits at
the top of a Xyce netlist, with the .INCLUDE SCRIPT the
first section within the subcircuit internal code, followed by
component symbol entries. Finally, after the subcircuit end
command .ENDS the LCR XYCE script statements are added
to the Xyce netlist. These control simulation. Finally, the
Xyce netlist is completed with SPICE .END command. Fig.
5 lists the code for a simple Octave function for extracting
a Xyce SPICE netlist (file xxx.spi) and a Verilog-A module
(file xxx.va) from a Qucs-S Xyce netlist. Extracted data for
the LCR example are given in Fig. 6.

IV. A COMBINED GAAS MESFET SPICE BEHAVIOURAL
MODEL AND VERILOG-A MODULE

By attaching different HDL text strings to symbols that
either specify device properties or model equation handling,
schematic capture moves from simply a data entry process to a

Fig. 1. Example resister drawing symbol and component parameters: (a)
conventional SPICE drawing package, (b) Qucs-S/Xyce.

Fig. 2. An LCR Qucs-S Xyce subcircuit with embedded Verilog-A module
code: (a) symbol and Xyce parameter list, (b) subcircuit body with SPICE
and Verilog-A combined statements.

Fig. 3. An a.c. small signal Xyce LCR subcircuit test bench
and output voltage magnitude (xyce/test−LCR:VM(N−OUT)) and phase
(xyce/test−LCR:VP(N−OUT)) plots.

more flexible tool for generating two or more HDL models. In
the previous LCR example the Qucs-S Xyce netlist supports
interactive circuit simulation with post-debugging Verilog-A
module extraction. Moreover, production level compact model
testing then becomes possible using a circuit simulator that
allows Verilog-A modules as part of its data input [11] [12]. To
demonstrate the application of the proposed schematic capture
advances the modeling and simulation of a n-channel GaAs
MESFET TOM3 compact device model is introduced in the
remaining sections of this paper. Fig. 7 to Fig. 12 illustrate dif-
ferent parts of a complete model schematic. When combined
together these give details of a Qucs-S/Xyce SPICE/Verilog-
A TOM3 MESFET model, including drain current modeling,
gate current modeling, dynamic charge modeling, temperature
effects and drain conductance dispersion feedback. Fig. 13 lists
extracted TOM3 Verilog-A module code. No attempt is made
to model device noise.

A. Building Xyce Netlists with Qucs-S

Qucs-S automatically constructs a Xyce subcircuit netlist
file from a schematic drawing. Regardless of the complexity
of the model the process follows the steps introduced in the
LCR example. Qucs-S/Xyce assumes that a circuit schematic



Fig. 4. A Xyce SPICE/Verilog-A merged netlist: file LCR.cir.

Fig. 5. An example Octave function for extracting SPICE netlist and Verilog-
A files from Xyce netlists.

includes only one device model under development/simulation.

B. Modeling non-linear device equations

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 illustrate how a non-linear device equation
can be solved during simulation using a Xyce B independent

Fig. 6. Extracted SPICE and Verilog-A module files: (a) LCR.spi and (b)
LCR.va.

Fig. 7. TOM3 first .INCLUDE SCRIPT (INCSCR3) defining Verilog-A
module start code, parameter definitions, tha analog begin statement and non-
solution dependent compact device model equations.

current source connected to a 1Ω resistor. The values of the
solved equations are given by source/resistor node voltages.
These nodes are labelled nxxx in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 where
xxx is an equation name. Each additional SPICE equation
adds one extra internal subcircuit node to a compact device
model. This is not necessarily the case with Verilog-A. In Fig.
9 current sources B1, B2, B3, B4, B18 and B19 are defined
only for a Xyce netlist. In each case the Verilog-A *va string



Fig. 8. TOM3 second .INCLUDE SCRIPT (INSCR2) defining Xyce
subcircuit .PARAM and .FUNC statements.

is not defined. Moreover, the missing equation strings are rep-
resented as Verilog-A assignments in the .INCLUDE SCRIPT
INCSRC3, rather than current contribution statements. This
has the effect of reducing the number of Verilog-A module
internal nodes by six. An important advantage of the schematic
capture advances reported here is their overall flexibility which
encourages development of compact models with reduced
simulation run times or smaller model code size.

Fig. 9. Modeling n-channel TOM3 GaAs MESFET static drain current
equations.

C. An n-channel TOM3 MESFET equivalent circuit

A non-linear equivalent circuit for the TOM3 n-channel
MESFET is shown in Fig. 11, where drain current is de-
termined by B6, gate current by B7, B16, B8 and B17,
gate to drain capacitance by C2, gate to source capacitance
by C3, gate drain to source capacitance by C1 and drain
conductance dispersion feedback by R21, C4, R17 and B21.
The remaining components model signal path series parasitic
elements. Parameter QPART listed in the caption to Fig. 11

is 0.4, setting the charge partition scheme for the TOM3
MESFET model to 40/60. The Xyce and Verilog-A C2 and
C3 charge equations illustrate the use of parameter QPART.
Extracted Verilog-A module code for the GaAs MESFET
example is listed in Fig. 13.

Fig. 10. Modeling n-channel TOM3 GaAs MESFET dynamic charge
contributions.

Fig. 11. The n-channel TOM3 GaAs MESFET equivalent circuit with
parameters VTO=-1.8, BETA=3e-3, ALPHA=2.26, LAMBDA=0.02, RG=5.0,
RD=1.3, RS=1.3, VT0TC=0.0, BETATC=0.0, Q=2.0, K=2.0, MST=0.0,
GAMMA=0.015, TEMP−C=26.85, TNOM−C=26.85, GAMMATC=0.0,
LD=0.0, LG=0.0, VST=1.0, N=1.0, IS=1e-14, CDS=1e-13, TAU=0.0,
QGQL=1e-16, QGQH=-2e-16, QGI0=1e-16, QGAG=1.0, QGAD=1.0,
QGGB=100.0, QGCL=2e-16, QGSH=1e-16, QGDH=0.0, QGDH=0.0,
QGG0=0.0, QPART=0.0, EG=1.519, RGTC=0.0, RDTC=0.0044,
RSTC=0.0016, XTI=2.0, ILK=1e-9, PLK=2.25, LS=0.0, TAUGD=1e-
9, CTAU=1e-15.



Fig. 12. N-channel TOM3 GaAs MESFET subcircuit component equations.

V. EXAMPLE SIMULATION TEST BENCHES AND OUTPUT
DATA

The n-channel MESFET simulations introduced in this
section have been included to demonstrate the operation of
the TOM3 model under d.c.and a.c. conditions and device
temperature variations. In Fig. 14 .DC and .STEP commands
control drain current as a function of the gate and drain
voltages. The a.c. example drawn in Fig. 15 illustrates Xyce S-
parameter simulation of the n-channel MESFET connected as
a two port device with bias tee networks isolating d.c. bias
voltages Vds (source V2) and Vgs (source V1). The third
example, Fig. 16, illustrates how Xyce .PARAM statements
can be effectively used as a variable. In this example device
temperature (parameter TEMP−C is stepped from -100oC to
100oC and the gate current plotted against Vgs. In all three
test examples the Xyce subcircuit model and the Verilog-A
module gave similar simulation results.

Fig. 13. Extracted n-channel GaAs MESFET Verilog-A module code.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Building behavioural semiconductor compact device models
with SPICE has become popular among the modeling commu-
nity due the interactive nature of schematic capture linked to
circuit simulation. The ability to design and test small sections
of a model, as part of the overall model design process, has its
obvious advantages. Conversely, model developers may prefer
a more direct approach where compact models are constructed



Fig. 14. N-channel TOM3 MESFET Ids/Vds d.c. test bench and simulation
output characteristic plot.

Fig. 15. N-channel TOM3 MESFET S-parameter two port test bench
and simulation plots: SdB(1,1), SdB(1,2), SdB(2,1) and SdB(2,2) against
frequency.

as Verilog-A module code and compiled as each stage in the
overall design is completed. The advances in schematic capture
reported here offer a ”half way house” between interactive
behavioural modeling and direct coding of model with Verilog-
A HDL. The extended schematic capture technique has the
advantage that under development and testing it generates
directly a Verilog-A module with a similar performance to

Fig. 16. N-channel TOM3 MESFET device temperature scan test bench and
Igs/Vgs plots over the temperature range -100 oC to 100 oC.

a Xyce behvioural device model .
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